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 It was released on PlayStation 4 on February 28, 2017, and on Microsoft Windows via Steam on March 7, 2017. The game's narrative takes place several years after its predecessor and is set in a futuristic solar system, with the player taking on the role of a rookie, newly assigned as a monitor (a type of sentinel), aboard the Argo, a massive observation spaceship. Contents The game features a massive,
open universe, the setting of which the player character inhabits. The world is a near-utopian civilization, in which humans live in harmony with each other and with a variety of humanoid robots called Replicants. The cities are bustling metropolises, populated by a large number of humans and Replicants, with high concentrations of robots that can be used to man factories, build various items and

power installations, or conduct military campaigns. However, the peace is threatened by a series of upheavals, including the "Ages of Distortion", which caused the world to enter a dark period known as the "Decade of Darkness". This caused a vast, floating prison-like structure known as "The Coffin" to form in orbit. The Coffin uses a gravitational power source to keep the solar system in a state of
stasis, and a mysterious substance known as "Matter" keeps the system in this state. As the players discover, the presence of this substance in an area has led to it becoming unstable. Therefore, the Argo is sent to retrieve it, and the player is assigned as the monitor's first test subject. Reception Reception for Nier: Automata has been positive, with the game receiving critical acclaim from publications
such as GameSpot, Game Informers Andrew Reiner, and GamesRadar+. While the game is considered a sequel to Nier, it has been described as a "perfect example of a game that comes across as a complete reboot in a way that's still recognizable to fans of the original." On Metacritic, Nier: Automata holds a score of 94 out of 100, based on 48 critic reviews. Many reviews stated that Nier: Automata

was a cult classic in the same way that the original Nier was, because it was highly anticipated and a "reimagining of the game the industry needed." The game has also been praised for its soundtrack, the style of which was inspired by music from Akira, Dune, Mad Max, and Blade Runner. Speaking of 520fdb1ae7
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